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THE GALLERY STEINER

(established 03-06-2005)

The gallery STEINER (re-branded from The gallery Corinna STEINER) is a modern art gallery in the heart of Vienna. The mission of the company, led by Corinna Steiner stands for professionalism, modernity, diversity and internationalism.

The noble address Kurrentgasse 4 represents within the 1st district an attractive location in Vienna’s city center. Since it’s founding the gallery has established itself as a meeting point for qualified art collectors and a hub for internationally recognized artists. Corinna Steiner's customers appreciate the selected offer and a fair pricing policy.

Good Brand & Good Relations as a key to success. The art expert Corinna Steiner has an extensive background and plenty years of experience in the art market. The gallery offers its clients an exciting exhibition program. The combination of professional marketing of Modern Art and the consistent further development of networks and partners has led to the today’s excellent reputation of the company. The company enjoys equally at local and federal institutions. And the gallery also represents artists regularly from the States of the European Union, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Russia, Turkey, USA, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and Ecuador.

International dialogue & partnership programmes. The gallery STEINER has participated at the World exhibition EXPO 2010 in Shanghai. The premiere in Shanghai has been the company’s start of developing bright relations with the People’s Republic of China. Further art roadshows and exhibitions took place both in the Chinese capital Beijing (National Academy of Arts) and in Shanghai (Renaissance Shanghai Pudong, Radisson Shanghai Pudong, Shanghai JC Mandarin) throughout 2011 and 2012 for the purpose of present and promote Austrian art in the People’s Republic of China.


The premier participation at NEW YORK ART EXPO 2015 and at the RED Dot MIAMI art fair 2015 (during the art basel week) was regarded as precious milestones in the gallery’s sustainable positioning in the internationonal art market.
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GALLERY ARTISTS

> ARTISTS REPRESENTED* (Selection): Pablo Picasso (Spain), Vincent Van Gogh (Netherlands), Egon Schiele (Austria), Gustav Klimt (Austria), Christian Ludwig Attersee (Austria), Felix Kalmor (Austria), Alfred Postman (Austria), Roland Berger (Austria), Michelle Steiner (Austria), Gert Pailier (Austria), Anga Sterrenberg (Austria), Marina Seiler-Nedkoff (Austria), Helmut Kand (Austria), Andreas Wohofsly (Austria), Nikolay Burto (Russia), Sergei Radyk (Russia), Miklos Nemeth (Hungary), Marcel Bastiaans (Netherlands), Jan Maliepaard (Netherlands), Roberto Lauro (Switzerland), DESSA (Switzerland), Renrew (Switzerland), Livia Balu (Switzerland), Carmela Inauen (Switzerland), Manuel Süss (Switzerland), MSL (Hungary), Levente Molnar (Hungary), Giovanni Defant (Italy), Giancarlo Flati (Italy), Michaela Zadra (Italy), Karen Thomas (Italy), Claudio Missaggia (Italy), Maurizio Boscieri (Italy), Katriin Alvarez (Germany), Thomas Modscheidler (Germany), Carl Georg Barth (Germany), Simone Gutsche (Germany), Thorsten Frank (Germany), Dagmar Dost-Nolden (Germany), Thomas Stadler (Germany), Petra von Kazinyan (Germany), Rudi Kargus (Germany), Thomas Hain (Germany), Lore Havemann (Germany), Heike Bader (Germany), Van Graddde (Germany), Udo Hohenberger (Austria), Dietmar Pickering (Austria), David Hütten (Austria), Herbert Wallner (Austria), Estefienne Faux (Austria), Werner Schulz-Münkeberg (Austria), Hannes Rossbacher (Austria), Martina Reinhart (Austria), Harja Ertel (Austria), Mario Wohlfahrt (Austria), Heike Trammer (Austria), Karin Bauer (Austria), Alesandion (Austria), Andreas Gortan (Austria), Martin Gubo (Austria), Birgit Neuwirth (Austria), Reinhold Ponesch (Austria), Rudolf Veleta (Austria), Michelle Steiner (Austria), Christine Buchner (Austria), Rosa Bordeaux (Austria), Josef Kis (Austria), Tonia Kos (Austria), Herwig Peschka (Austria), Regina Merta (Austria), Klaus Ainedter (Austria), Christian Ecker (Austria), Isold Engelhehringer (Austria), Beatrix Zygartowski (Austria), Martin F. Hahnl "1000" (Austria), Christine M. List (Austria), Nikos Kypriakos (Greece), Stella Viopoulou (Greece), Tomonori Nishimura (United Kingdom), Severin Krön (France), Olga Antonenko-Lamoureux (France), Leo Lemmens (Belgium), Frederik Flink (Sweden), Ingrid Roth (Sweden), Anne Elisabeth Niteberg (Norway), Kari Elisabeth Haug (Norway), Anne Elisabeth Kaaby Aas (Norway), Heidi Fosli (Norway), Peter Bäk Frederiksen, Lena Mandal (Denmark), Elinborg Östermann (Iceland), Kamen Trifonov (Bulgaria), Ondrej Kohout (Czech Republic), Eston Tan (Malaysia), Gabriele Maurus (Canada), Carlos Muniz (Brazil), Luiz Dolino (Brazil), Manfredo do Souzanetto (Brazil), Ronaldo Macedo (Brazil), Francisco Coronel (Mexico), Veronica Ibel-Dominguez (Ecuador)

> ARTISTS SCHEDULED FOR ART Busan 2016: Egon Schiele (AUT), Marcel Bastiaans(NED), Evi Schartner(AUT), Petraq Pecani(ALB), Shingo Okazaki(JAP), Georg Pummer(AUT) etc.

GALLERY PROGRAMME - Vienna

ART EXHIBITIONS  (LAST THREE EXHIBITIONS)

February 2016
Alexander Venchakov(RUS), Jan Münster(GER), Georg Pummer(AUT), Szuzsanna Domonkos(HUN)

January 2015
Eduvina La Condorita(ARG, Alan Mirkovich(RUS)

Dezember 2015
Sami Gjuka(DEN), Aldo Basili(ITA), Oli(AUT), Christina Noelle(AUT)

ART FAIRS  (LAST 3)

July 2015
Art Monaco

November 2015
Art Fair Shanghai

December 2015
Red Dot Miami